
Welcome to the second 
half-yearly review for 
members of the Business 
Council of Co-operatives 
and Mutuals. We have 
started periodic reviews 
to keep our members 
abreast of our activities 
and the successes we 
are having as a united, 

energised and focused sector of member-owned firms. The 
review compliments our other regular communications 
platforms.

Folks, it’s been a big year. The huge step in recognition 
for co-operatives and mutuals since the inception of the 
Council is mirrored by a similar growth in awareness of  
co-operative and mutual enterprises (CMEs) at the global 
level. According to the World Cooperative Monitor 
published by the International Co-operative Alliance (ICA), 
last year the Top 300 CMEs grew by 7 per cent. Further, 
co-operatives provide 250 million jobs in the real economy 
and mutual insurers are the fastest growing segment of the 
global insurance market. 

Measuring the economic and social contribution of 
Australian CMEs has been key to the Council successfully 
advocating for a level playing field for co-operatives and 
mutuals to thrive and compete.

Our annual state of the sector research, the National Mutual 
Economy Report, found strong growth of 18 per cent 
across the sector over a five year period. Growth was 4 per 
cent from FY2013/14 to FY2014/15, more evidence of the 
resilience of the businesses in the sector.

Not withstanding the economic contribution of CMEs, 
our businesses are increasingly seen as an alternative to 
‘business as usual’ for a growing number of people who  
do not see themselves as the beneficiaries of the  
economic system.

Tim Costello picked up on this theme in his closing address 
at this year’s BCCM Leaders’ Summit (8-9 November). Tim 
said, “ The Australia we want is not up to government, it is 
up to we, the people. CMEs embody this mindset “.

On the eve of the Summit, the Deputy Prime Minister 
addressed our annual industry dinner and commented 
along similar lines: “ This is a vibrant business structure with 
immense relevance in Australia today. It gives the greatest 
power to the weakest players, and that is one of the things 
we like about it.”

In this disrupted business environment, our member-
owned ‘DNA’ is a competitive advantage in markets where 
the customer has traditionally competed with the interests 
of shareholders. Our playful social media ‘hashtag’ campaign 
#switchnotbitch aims to speak directly to the hearts and 
minds of consumers shopping around for a better deal 
and an ethical provider. We simply say, there is a good deal 
of competition if consumers are motivated to switch to a 
mutual or co-operative.

The hand-down of the Senate Economics References 
Committee’s report into co-operatives and mutuals in March 
this year gave our sector a roadmap for reform. Your Council 
is now hard at work on seeing the 17 recommendations of 
the inquiry implemented.

Our ambition is overtly for growth for the sector, something 
which we are not ashamed to shout from the rooftops. In 
the coming year, your Council will be firmly focused on 
ensuring CMEs can compete equally with other businesses, 
through advocacy and through industry projects such as 
the work we are doing with our stakeholders on new capital 
instruments for mutuals. 

As we head into the festive season, I look forward to the 
exciting journey we will take together in 2017.
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2016: A Big Year for CMEs



Senate inquiry update 
 

Since the March hand down of the Senate Economics 
References Committee (SERC) report into co-operatives, 
mutuals and member owned firms, the BCCM has met 
with agencies integral to the full implementation of the 
recommendations to push the case for the sector. The 
BCCM will work with the Australian Accounting Standards 
Board (AASB) on guidance notes for financial reporting for 
CMEs. The accounting peak bodies and tertiary institutions 
have responded to the need to improve access to 
information and training on CMEs in core curriculum and 
continuing professional development. In the first weeks 
of 2017 the Council will discuss the need for better data 
capture for the sector with the ABS.

The BCCM has argued for parity of treatment by building 
a strong case that CMEs play a vital role in the economy, 
and that highly concentrated markets benefit from more 
diversity. Principles of equal treatment are set out in the 
Co-operatives and Mutuals Charter that the BCCM released 
before the Federal election.

The second half of 2016 has seen more signs of support 
from major political parties off the back of the inquiry. The 
ALP joins the Nationals, the Nick Xenophon Team (NXT)  
and the Austalian Greens in announcing policy measures  
to encourage the growth and development of CMEs. 

Closing the 2016 BCCM Leaders’ Summit in Canberra on 
9 November, the Shadow Assistant Treasurer, Dr Andrew 
Leigh, announced he will take portfolio responsibility for 
member owned firms, a federal government first. 

The Government’s response to the SERC inquiry is expected 
soon. Opening the Summit, the Cabinet Secretary, Senator 
Arthur Sinodinos, said “Co-operatives are a bridge over the 
traditional divide between labour and capital.”

The level of political engagement with CMEs is 
unprecendented and bodes well for government support 
for groundbreaking reforms for the sector such as capital 
raising. Your Council looks forward to working with all sides 
of government in 2017 on these critical changes.

Capital raising update 

The Senate inquiry found the existing barriers to raising 
investment capital put mutuals at risk of demutualistion and 
act as a barrier to growth and innovation. 

In their annual Mutuals Industry Review, KPMG supported 
the recommendations of the committee and said,  
“We encourage the government to respond to this report 
as a priority, given a number of the recommendations 
have important implications for the future growth, 
diversity and strength of the mutuals sector. 
Implementing the recommendations of the Committee 
will be a key step for the mutuals to continue to position 
themselves as a challenger in the Australian banking 
landscape. In order to grow, the mutuals should be 
immersed in an environment that encourages broad-
based and inclusive opportunity for all players in 
the industry. This will promote greater diversity and 
competitiveness in the market.“

The BCCM is working with the sector including COBA to 
encourage the government and regulators to implement 
changes recommended in the inquiry report as soon as 
possible. The BCCM has produced a brochure for the New 
Capital Instrument for Mutuals project aimed at educating 
government and regulators about the full range of  
instruments used by mutuals to raise investment capital in 
other jursidictions.

The BCCM has also been working with mutuals  
consultancy firm, Mutuo, on the capital reforms. Mutuo 
recently launched the world’s first mutually owned fund 
formed only to invest in other mutuals. This fund will enable 
Australian mutuals to invest in world leading mutual  
businesses, and, if capital raising reforms are implemented 
in Australia, accept investment from these same firms.

 



Co-op finance handbook 
launched  
The BCCM has produced a free manual for groups wanting 
to understand how to raise capital in co-operatives.  
Community investment for Australian co-operatives:  
A Handbook shows that co-operative shares are flexible 
capital instruments, ideally suited to community enterprises. 
The Handbook is available as a download from the Council’s 
start up website Get Mutual. The BCCM will continue to 
advocate for a legislative regime for crowdfunding that 
is better suited to groups raising capital for community 
owned ventures.

CMEs and human services 
inquiryon
Our submission to the Productivity Commission argues that 
co-operatives and mutuals have competitive advantages 
when it comes to delivering human services, including 
customer focus, reinvestment for member benefit, 
democratic decision making and a long term outlook. The 
BCCM works to educate government about how mutuals 
might help deliver consumer-focused, accountable and 
cost effective human services and ensure community 
involvement in the design of these services because they 
are community owned. The BCCM has also helped groups of 
non profit organisations merge as co-operatives including a 
group of community transport providers in Western Sydney. 
 
The BCCM is currently helping a group of parent run 
disability housing co-ops to set up a second tier co-operative 
that will act as an incubator for more of the same kind of co-ops. 
This initiative has high level support from the National 
disability Insurance Agency as well as state and federal 
governments as an important new approach to tackling the 
disability housing crisis. New start up co-operatives such 
as the Community Care and Transport Co-operative and 
Supporting Independent Living Co-operative join a long 
tradition of public service mutuals providing services to  
the community, beginning with the friendly societies.

The BCCM makes submissions to relevant government 
inquiries on behalf of the sector. All BCCM submissions are 
available on the BCCM website for download. The BCCM 
also assists members with their own submissions. Please 
contact the Council if you would like help with preparing  
a submission.

Third Chairs’ Forum

The BCCM  promotes the highest governance standards 
for the sector as a pillar of growth. The BCCM partners 
with the Australian Institute of Company Directors (AICD) 
to convene a biannual meeting of the chairs of Australia’s 
leading CMEs. The third national forum, Getting governance 
right: An industry standard for CMEs, held in Canberra on 8 
November brought chairs from leading CMEs together to 
discuss a set of governance principles for the CME sector 
and agree on a roadmap for implementation. As well as 
ensuring all of the necessary fiduciary duty principles apply, 
the chairs stressed the importance of principles enshrining 
the unique characteristics of the member focus of mutuals. 
The next Chairs’ Forum to be held in the first quarter of 2017 
will meet to approve a set of principles that can be adopted 
by all CMEs.  

Co-operatives open to 
booming Chinese marketo
In May, the BCCM was contacted by the International  
Co-operative Alliance (ICA) Board member Mr Li Chungsheng 
with an offer to host a booth at the Western   International 
Fair 2016 in Chengdu, China. Mr Li is the Vice President of the 
All-China Federation of Supply and Marketing Co-operatives, 
which boasts 160 million member households.  

The BCCM extended the free booth space to its members. 
This presented an exciting opportunity to build new 
trade relationships in China. The BCCM engaged with the 
NSW Chamber of Commerce and Austrade about future 
possibilities to market Australian co-operatively-produced 
goods into China.

The WCIF is a trade fair held annually in Chengdu, offering 
opportunities for buyers, suppliers and investors. It is 
now one of the best platforms for international trade and 
investment in Western China.  

The Australian attendees were overwhelmed with inquiries 
about Australian produce at the fair. Chinese buyers 
recognise the traceable supply chains and strong regulation 
around the Australian food and agriculture sector and will 
pay a premium to secure these goods. 



Industry Dinner  
The Taste of Australia Industry Dinner held in the Kings Hall 
at Old Parliament House on 8 November, was sold out again 
in 2016. The annual dinner brings sector leaders together to 
enjoy a bespoke menu celebrating co-operative produce. 
It’s an important night for our industry to mingle with 
political leaders to celebrate the strength and diversity of 
our businesses and also hear from guest speakers. 

The Deputy Prime Minister, the Hon. Barnaby Joyce MP 
told the packed audience that the Government strongly 
supported the sector as an equalizer between smaller 
and larger market players. Kate Carnell, the national 
Ombudsman for Small Business and Family Enterprises said 
co-operatives were an important way small businesses 
could collaborate to be profitable and survive, citing 
successful co-operatives like Capricorn, ILG, Tyrepower  
and RapidClean.

Senator for Victoria, Bridget McKenzie, who co-proposed the 
inquiry into CMEs made an impromptu speech to reinforce 
the support of the National Party for co-operatives. The chair 
of the Senate Economics References Committee and the 
inquiry, Labor Senator, Chris Ketter, was also a dinner guest 
showing the bipartisan political support for the sector.

Leaders’ Summit 
A record 140 delegates attended the Summit held in 
Canberra this year to discuss business strategies, disruptions 
and innovations to give CMEs the competitive edge.

International speaker, Mr Martin Lowery (Executive Vice 
President of Member and Association Relations, NRECA, ICA 

Board Member, and Member of the US Global Leadership 
Board) attended meetings with federal politicians and with 
regulators, interested to know more about the impact our 
business sector has on the global community. Martin also 
spoke at a number of industry events and was interviewed 
by The Business (ABC) about the US electric co-operative 
sector which has 42 million customers. 

Delegates heard from 40 speakers including media  
commentators Peter Ryan (ABC), Robert Gottliebsen  
(Business Spectator) and Laura Tingle (AFR). Brett Himbury, 
CEO of Industry Funds Management spoke about the  
importance of the recent purchase by Australian mutually 
owned super funds of the NSW poles and wires network.  
Dr John Hewson discussed the threat to business  
sustainability posed by climate change and sports 
journalists, Craig Foster (SBS) and Tracey Holmes, (ABC) 
urged sports fans to demand an ownership stake in their 
clubs for the sake of the future of some codes.

In his closing address, Tim Costello drew parallels between 
the factors playing out in the US with the shock election  
results and the lurch to populism, and the role that  
co-operatives and mutuals can play in sharing the pie more 
equitably and derisking the economy from the volatility  
of markets.

The CME sector continues to appeal to politicians from 
across the political spectrum, with statements of support 
given at the Summit by Cabinet Secretary Senator the 
Hon. Arthur Sinodinos. Shadow Assistant Treasurer, the 
Hon. Dr Andrew Leigh announced Labor’s backing for the 
recommendations of the Senate inquiry.

The theme of the 2017 Summit is Shadowlands: Adversity 
as Advantage for CMEs. We look forward to seeing our 
members in Brisbane on 9-10 November 2017.

On 8-9 November, co-operative and mutual leaders from across the country gathered in 
Canberra for the BCCM’s third Taste of Australia Industry Dinner and Leaders’ Summit. Held 
in the historic surroundings of Old Parliament House, Opportunity Knocks: The competitive 

advantage of co-operatives and mutuals explored how our sector can apply the competitive 
characteristics of CMEs to emerging markets in food production and agriculture, social care 

and human services, fintech and P2P business, infrastructure investment and sport. 

2016 Taste of Australia Industry Dinner  
and Leaders’ Summit



Images (clockwise from Top Left), Deputy Prime Minister Barnaby Joyce MP addresses the Taste of Australia Industry Dinner; Cabinet Secretary Arthur Sinodinos opening the 2016 Leaders’ 
Summit; Delegates at Old Parliament House for the Leaders’ Summit; AFR Journalist Laura Tingle, Guest MC at the Industry Dinner; Opening Plenary Panel and BCCM CEO Melina Morrison 
(R-L) Robert Gottliebsen, Martin Lowery, Brett Himbury, Julie Lander, Kyle Loades; Closing Panel (L-R) Craig Foster, Peter Hunt, Tracey Holmes; Shadow Assistant Treasurer Dr Andrew Leigh 
MP closing the 2016 Summit; Guest speaker, Dr John Hewson; BCCM CEO Melina Morrison with Industry Dinner guest speaker, Kate Carnell, Small Business and Family Enterprises  
Ombudsman and BCCM Chairman, Dr Andrew Crane.



2016 National Mutual 
Economy Report:  
strong growth  
Each year the BCCM releases our National Mutual Economy 
Report which reports on the size, composition and overall 
health of the co-operative and mutual sector. The report 
includes the Top 100 list of CMEs in Australia and further  
economic insights. The 2016 edition records strong growth 
as an average across the sector, with some industries, 
including banking and financial services, experiencing more 
challenging and competitive markets. The count of total 
combined members of all mutuals has risen to 29 million 
with many Australians members of more than one CME. This 
year’s report includes a number of business case studies 
that highlight the competitive advantages of CMEs in vari-
ous markets. Download the report from the BCCM website. 

Centre stage at 
international summit  
 
In October, the BCCM travelled to Québec for the bi-annual 
gathering of co-operative leaders from across world – the 
International Summit of Cooperatives. This year marked 
the largest Australian delegation to attend and participate 
at the event. The Quebec summit is the largest single 
gathering of global co-operative businesses attracting 3000 
delegates and world leaders. Renowned economist and 
Nobel prize winner, Joseph Stiglitz, spoke about the power 
of co-operatives to reduce global poverty and inequaity.

BCCM CEO, Melina Morrison, was invited to co-chair the 
pre-summit event bringing national apex bodies together 
to discuss how to leverage their impact and raise awareness 
of co-operative and mutual businesses. Melina also spoke 
on the opening plenary of the Summit.  BCCM Chair, 
Andrew Crane was a keynote speaker. Representatives from 
Australian co-operatives CBH Group, Capricorn Society, 
National Health Co-op contributed as speakers to the week 
long program. 

Australia also hosted its first reception at the international 
event attended by the President of the Global Alliance, 
Mdm. Monique Leroux. The summit, known as the “Davos” of 
co-operatives discussed globally significant economic issues 
and heard from than 100 thought leaders including Harvard 
Professor Mark Kramer and economist, Jeremy Rifkin.

Farm co-operatives  
program continues to  
gather pace
 
 
 
 
 

The federal government launched its $14.9 million Farm 
Co-operatives and Collaboration Pilot Program (FCCPP) in 
April. The program is providing farmers with knowledge and 
materials on co-operatives, and other forms of collaboration 
in a two-year pilot. 

The first of three planned national forums was held in August 
on the Gold Coast. More than 200 farmers, researchers and 
business professionals gathered to learn how to get involved 
in the program. The BCCM hosted a workshop on the Senate 
inquiry recommendations and progress towards a level  
playing field for co-operative businesses.

Southern Cross University is delivering the FCCPP. BCCM 
CEO Melina Morrison was appointed to the Industry  
Advisory Group overseeing delivery of the program.  
The BCCM urges agricultural producers and farming  
communities to apply to the program for funding and advice. 
For more information visit farmingtogether.com.au. 

 
 

 

BCCM CEO Melina Morrison participating at the pre-summit workshop in Quebec with  
Dr Andrew Crane, Chairman BCCM and international co-operative leaders



Breakfast on the Hill   
The BCCM in association with Rabobank hosted the 
Council’s inaugural Breakfast on the Hill during the 2016 
Leaders’ Summit in Canberra. Business and political 
leaders attended the roundtable breakfast at Parliament 
House on  9 November with the Minister for International 
Development and the Asia Pacific, Senator the Hon. 
Concetta Fierravanti-Wells, to discuss how the co-operative 
sector can support government to deliver regional 
economic development in the Asia-Pacific.

Responding to examples of development related activities 
by CMEs in the Asia-Pacific region, the Minister requested 
the BCCM convene a follow-up roundtable in early 2017. 
The Department of Foreign Affairs and Trade has asked 
the BCCM to research the development and aid-related 
activities of Australian CMEs in the region. Following the 
positive feedback from attendees, the BCCM looks forward 
to hosting the next Breakfast on the Hill in 2017.

 

Power of co-operatives for 
regional development 
The BCCM attended the Melanesian Spearhead Group 
(MSG) Co-operative Development meeting held in Honiara, 
Solomon Islands, at the invitation of the Asia-Pacific regional 
office of the global peak body, ICA. The countries in this 
region recognise that co-operatives have a role to play 
in the development of the region. The MSG has taken an 
interest in co-operatives as a vehicle to drive social and 
economic development in the region. The workshop 
was attended by heads of the co-operative registries and 
departments in the MSG countries. The meeting made a 

formal recommendation on country level co-operation and 
working with the BCCM. 

The BCCM also supported two Australian co-operators from 
the Indigenous co-operative, Woolitji, to attend the ICA 
Youth Summit in Bali in September.

Platform Cooperativism 
What if Facebook was owned by Facebook users or if Uber 
was owned by the drivers? This brave new world is here and 
it is called Platform Cooperativism. The BCCM hosted two 
events at this year’s Sydney Vivid Festival of Ideas and a third 
event in Melbourne with new economy experts Janelle Orsi 
and Professor Nathan Schneider, US based founders of the 
Platform Cooperativism movement which is challenging 
people to take back the digital platforms that are organising 
the new markets for freelance work and the distribution of 
creative goods like music and film. A follow up seminar is 
planned for late May 2017 to respond to interest in the new 
platforms opening up to disrupt the Uber-style business 
model that has come to define the sharing economy. By 
way of example, the BCCM sources images from Stocksy, 
the stock image library that is owned by photographers. The 
BCCM has negotiated a 15 per cent discount for members 
to Stocksy. For more details contact Alexandra Hordern, 
General Manager, BCCM, alexandra.hordern@bccm.coop. 

Gender project 
BCCM has partnered with Per Capita to undertake bench-
marking research on womens’ participation in CMEs In 
Australia. Initial research indicates a gender gap at higher 
management level. Data also shows whilst 15% of chairs are 
women only 3% of CEOs are women. The study, known as 
“Eliza’s Project” after Eliza Brierley, the first woman to join a 
co-operative in 1846, will be completed in 2017 and handed 
down at a symposium convened to discuss the findings in 
the second half of 2017.

New members for 2016
Since the beginning of the financial year, the BCCM has seven 
new members to increase our membership to 50 (full and 
associate level members). The BCCM would like to take this 
opportunity to welcome our new members MDA National, 
P&N Bank, Qudos Bank, Regional Australia Bank, StateCover 
Mutual, Heritage Bank and Westfund Health Insurance.
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Pictured at the inaugural Breakfast on the Hill event (L to R): Tim Costello, Senator the Hon 
Concetta Fierravanti-Wells; Martin Lowery, Melina Morrison, Els Kamphof (Rabobank) and 
Andrew Crane.



About the Business Council of Co-operatives and Mutuals
The BCCM is the peak cross-sector body for co-operatives, mutuals and member-owned 
businesses. Its purpose is to promote recognition of the important role of co-operative and mutual 
businesses in the economy and community development of Australia.

BCCM members
BCCM members represent leading Australian CMEs from across all industry sectors. Our 

members include known household brands, industry peak bodies and CMEs that lead in 
important areas from health to housing and education. We thank the members of the BCCM 

for their continued leadership and support.

Associate members

Full members
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